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Introduction

As the world’s largest country in the world Russia is notable for its diverse and scenic
landscapes. It contains a number of rivers, mountain ranges, valleys, steppes, taigas and tundras
that host a variety of endemics and different rare species. It also owns world’s largest reserves of
energy and mineral resources as well as lakes and woods containing about one fourth of world’s
reserves of unfrozen fresh water (Encyclopedia Britannica, Russia profile, 2015).
Once the Russian Federation has ratificated the Convention Concerning the Protection of
the World Cultural and Natural Heritage on October 12, 1988 some of those unique and
outstanding landscapes were given much more attention. By enacting the Convention Russia has
shown an interest and initiative regarding the preservation and conservation of the heritage sites
in its territory that evidence the legacy of all humankind. Currently, there are 26 properties (16
cultural and 10 natural) inscribed on the World Heritage List of UNESCO as well as 27
properties submitted on the Tentative List (The States Parties, UNESCO World Heritage Center,
2014).
Within the narrative of geological processes a particular interest could be given to a site
located in the central part of the Sakha Republic (Yakutia), and namely Lena Pillars Nature Park.
Being inscribed in 2012 this site provides a deep insight into the history of the Earth revealing a
rich collection of Cambrian fossil remains, reef fades, changes in the Siberian platform, karst
processes, etc. The purpose of this paper is to describe multifarious geological, geomorphic, and
paleontological objects found in the Lena Pillars Nature Park and to show their universal
significance for all the humankind.

General information on Lena Pillars Nature Park World Heritage Site
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The natural park Lena Pillars (Figure 1) presents an unique combination of objects and
processes that shed light on the past of our planet, its evolution and development during one of
the most prominent periods of time such as Cambrian period of the Paleozoic Era. The natural
landscape is represented by the immense rocks of approximately 100 m in height along the banks
of the powerful Siberian river Lena in the Changalas region of the Pokrovsk city, the Republic of
Yakutia, the Russian Federation. The vast territory of the park lies between Buotama and Lena
rivers while the Sinskyi areal occupies around 80 970 ha on the left bank of the Lena river, above
the estuary of the Billekh Creek. The whole property occupies in total 1, 272, 150 ha of the
Siberian Platform in the south-eastern part and is located in the territory with an extreme
continental climate where the temperature ranges from + 38 C in the summer and – 64 C in the
winter. Winters usually last long, more than 6 months while summers are of 3 months
respectively. Among one of the specific environmental features of the region permafrost could
be pointed out. The area can be characterized with the small atmospheric precipitation
comparable to the semideserts or steppes. Mostly composed of a limestone the rocks form
various bizarre landscapes standing alone or in small groups. Among the exogenic (surface)
processes that led to the formation of this ‘natural miracle’ one could point out karst processes,
erosion, and cryohydratational weathering (Максаковский Н. В., 2013).
There are 464 species, 80 families of vascular plants and 270 genera on the territory of
the park. Besides this nature park is a home to 21 ‘Red List’ plant species, 31 fish species, and
100 bird species. On the whole the fauna could be described mostly by animals that usually
inhabit taiga, for instance squire, Siberian sable, brown bear, Manchurian deer, bighorn sheep,
etc. Trees such as spruce, pine, aspen, cedar, and birch are common for this area (Natural
Heritage Protection Fund Series, 2012).
The property was inscribed in the World Heritage List in 2012 in relation to criteria (vii)
that stands for ‘a superlative natural phenomena or areas of exceptional natural beauty and
aesthetic importance’ and (viii) that indicates ‘outstanding examples representing major stages of
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earth's history, including the record of life, significant on-going geological processes in the
development of landforms, or significant geomorphic or physiographic features’ (The Criteria
for Selection, UNESCO World Heritage Center, 2005).

Figure 1 (Resource: http://www.lenskiestolby.ru)

Even though the property has a status of a World Heritage Site and is considered to be a
nature park there are some territories of the land that are traditionally used by some indigenous
people, i.e. Evenki. The practices such as hay-making and hunting are recognized and respected
by the park administration. Apparently the communication between the local communities and
the state officials seems to be appropriately arranged.

Observed geological, paleontological and geomorphic processes and
formations

As it was already mentioned above the considered property represents itself one of the
most prominent natural monuments of the Cambrian Explosion during which the majority of
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diverse organisms has appeared. In general Yakutia is of a strategic importance in studying of
the Lower Cambrian stages due to the presence of a range of sections unique in its fossils.
However some of the organic remains encountered here and that are fundamental for the
subdivision of the Lower Cambrian could be found in different parts of the world what
automatically makes these sections all over recognized (Варламов А. И., Розанов А. Ю., 2008).
Moreover, the considered property forms the earliest and the largest fossil metazoan reef
of the Cambrian world that preserves both skeletal and soft-bodied fossils. The significance of
this site could be also expressed in the unique process of shaping of that reef, i.e. cryohydration
weathering. Due to the permafrost phenomenon the karst formed in Lena Pillars Nature Park
greatly differs from other sites where the karst processes take place and that are located mostly in
humid areas. One could also found here unusual tukulans (in Yakut) that are basically eolian
sand dunes, which are primarily common for this region (IUCN Technical Evaluation Report,
2012). All these processes and formations will be described in more detail in three following
subchapters.

Lower- and middle Cambrian deposits

The formation of the Pillars started during the Neopleistocene epoch due to the constant
temperature variations and karst processes. Among principal sediments various carbonates of
different marine genesis could be identified. These are basically the rocks that have formed the
Lena Pillars and the Buotama Pillars. They contain subtidal and intertidal mudstones as well as
red argillaceous mudstones of diverse formations. For instance, some of the parts of the Lower
Cambrian section at the Lena River are presented by the Tit-Ary, Elanka, Keteme, Sinsk, and
Kutorgina formations that in their turn could be defined as multifaceted lithofacies of the barrier
‘reef’ system: either forereef, or back-reef, or reef structures (Варламов А. И., Розанов А. Ю.,
2008). As an example the Sinsk formation of the Ulakhan-Kyyry-Taas section is taken (Figure
6

2). It is composed of clayey-siliceous-carbonate slates and brow-gray limestones with
intermediate layers of clayey-carbonate shales and dark-yellow grained dolomites.

Figure 2. The Ulakhan-Kyyry-Taas section (Варламов А. И., Розанов А. Ю., 2008)

Unique fossil biotas and communities
All these deposits found in the base of the Lena Pillars hide the traces of well-preserved
fossils in its ground. It includes first primitive organisms (Figures 3, 4 and 5) as well as skeletal
ones, for instance the first archaeocyaths (sponges), radiocyaths, brachiopods, and coralomorphs
(skeletal primitive cnidarians). In general Yakutia is valuable in studying various biotas that
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firstly appeared on the Earth around 600 million years ago. The samples of organisms dated back
from the Ediacaran period that lead up to the Cambrian period were also found on the territory of
Yakutia, and namely in the limestone of the Khatyspyt Formation on the Khorbusuonka river in
northern part of the Republic (Dzik, 2003).
The above-mentioned Sinsk formation has developed its own Sinsk Biota that is of an
extraordinary preservation and includes a number of exclusive species together with those with
phosphatized soft tissues and cells.
Figure 3. Archaeocyaths from lower Cambrian reefs (taken from the nomination file of the property, 2012)

A special attention should be paid to the reefal facies that contain a huge variety of
organisms. It should be noted that the first such reef appeared in this very place and throughout
the first 5 million years it has existed only here on the territory of the Siberian Platform. The
Lena Pillars reef provides a solid basis for paleonthological studies of the earliest metazoan
reefal biota and in general for the studying the evolutionary process of our planet (Коржнев,
2006).
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Figure 4. Hyolith and brachiopod shells from lower Cambrian reefs (taken from the nomination file of the property, 2012)

Figure 5. Small shelly fossils from the lower Cambrian (taken from the nomination file of the property, 2012)
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Frozen ground karst, thermokarst and tukulans
Within the narrative of karst processes it is interesting to note that Siberia in general is
known for more than 1400 karst caves. Among the most examined areas one could point out
Gorniy Altai, the Primorsky Range, the Priolkhonskoye Plateau near Lake Baikal, the Sakhalin
Island, etc. There are more than 30 volcanic caves that are located on the Kuril Islands and
Kamchatka Peninsula, around 14 rather small solution caves in the middle part of the Central
Siberian Upland, and more than 174 karst caves in the East Sayan Upland (Gunn J., 2004).
But taking into consideration the

Figure 6. Byllar (Soil Atlas of the Northern Circumpolar Region)

karst processes that take place in
Yakutia, a region where an extreme
continental

climate

and

permafrost

prevail, it is worth noting that the most
common

process

of

forming

the

landscape relates mostly to the thawing
of ice in the permafrost, i.e. thermokarst. Such a thermokarst usually causes the formation of
depressions or byllars in Yakut (Figure 6) or duedya and tyympy as immature thermokarst basins
(Figures 7, 8) (Soil Atlas of the Northern Circumpolar Region, 2010).

Figure 7. Dyodya (Soil Atlas of the Northern Circumpolar Region)

Figure 8. Tyympy (Soil Atlas of the Northern Circumpolar Region)
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Besides there is another type of the thermokarst basins of a bigger size, i.e. alases that are
unique to Yakutia region, in particular to the Lena Pillars. The alases are usually formed as a
result of two different processes such as frost-heaving and melting and that sometimes lead to the
development of temporary lakes.

Figure 9. A thermokarst lake in the territory of the Park (Ryabkov V.)

Among other processes related to the permafrost phenomenon along with the thermokarst
one could mention a frozen ground karst, frost shattering, and cryogenic weathering of rocks.
Exclusive frozen ground karsts are mostly introduced here with the dolomites of Lower
Cambrian and limestone and include ponors, karren, pillars, niches, suhodols, and sinkholes.
There are numerous underground galleries where some of the karst caves reach the length of 30
m. Together with the thermokarst it represents a unique affinity that could be met only here, in
Eastern Siberia. There is only one Nature Park where the karst processes take place in a similar
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way, and namely in the Nature Park Nahanni in Canada. The climate in Nahanni could be
characterized as cold continental but still not as extreme continental. Besides the Canadian
Nature Park is located high in the mountains (approximately 2 972 m above sea level) and that is
why such a natural phenomenon as a mountain glaciation plays more important role there in the
formation of the karst while in the Lena Pillars Nature Park this role belongs to the permafrost.
But another role of no little interest in the formation plays the cryogenic weathering of the
limestones that is mostly concentrated at slopes (Williams, 2008).
And finally, the Lena Pillars Nature Park could boast of one more natural phenomenon
that occur mostly only on its territory and bears an exotic name of a tukulan (Figure 10). The
tukulans present themselves terrific sand dunes in the ocean of endless taiga that have been
developed at almost polar latitudes. Located mostly in the middle course of the Lena River and
in the basin of the Vilyui River they form enormous eolic massifs of sand that astonished the
researchers for a long time already because as it is known such dunes are mostly typical for the
areas with milder climate like deserts, beaches, semiarid regions, etc. Without any doubt there
are no analogues of such sand dunes anywhere in the world (Natural Heritage Protection Fund
Series, 2012).
Figure 10. Tukulans along the bank of the Lena river (Natural Heritage Protection Fund Series, 2012)
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Conclusions
Thus, after examining in more detail and describing the most prominent geological,
paleontological and geomorphic objects of the Lena Pillars Nature Park it is possible to state that
this property in all intents and purposes possesses a range of outstanding and unique affinities
that could contribute into the studying of the evolutionary process of the whole universe in
general, in particular during the period of the Cambrian Explosion. It is only here where so many
‘natural oxymorons’ take place, i.e. the formation of the sand dunes in the non-typical climatic
environment, the development of the frozen ground karst and cryogenic weathering under the
permafrost conditions, etc.
This world heritage site throws light on numerous biotas and communitites, inclusive of
the first metazoan reef belt that could spark the interst of the researchers from around the world
to come to such a remote area as Yakutia, the Russian Federation to study the most continuous
and fully-documented diversification from the first primitive organisms to the first skeletal
animals. Besides, the whole area of the Siberian platform has a great potency for a substantive
examination and provides a solid basis for other paleonthological excavations.
It is also worth of mentioning that all of the above-mentioned geological and geomorphic
processes are on-going. So the further studying of this site could be of a strategic importance, for
instance how the global warming is going to affect the permafrost capacity that in its turn takes
place in the Lena Pillars and affects most of the karst processes.
Along with the other prominent nature parks located in the Russian East and Far East the
Lena Pillars Nature Park could contribute into the ecological education of the younger
generations as well as the promotion of the green tourism. Besides the park under the
consideration is partially settled with some indigenous tribes, for instance Evenki that could also
be used for the benefit of the region recognizibility and civic pride. Diversified cultural routes
could be developed and promoted here.
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In general the Lena Pillars Nature Park World Heritage Site is of a high potential to
proceed in various fields such as scientific, research, economic, and cultural.
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